What’s included

- ABUS® Frame Lock x 1
- ABUS® Chain 130 cm x 1
- Keys x 2
- M5 x 12 Screw x 2
- M5 Washer x 2

Installation

Tools required (not included)
- 4 mm Allen Wrench

1. Deflate Tire.

2. Align middle setting on Frame Lock with mounts on bike. Tighten screws to a torque of 5 Nm.

3. Reinflate Tire within range printed on the sidewalls.

⚠️ If you are unsure of how to install this product, please consult a qualified bicycle technician.
Usage

Frame Lock
1. Close lock by turning key and pulling lever downwards at the same time.
2. Open lock by turning the key.

Chain
1. To use the chain, always run Chain through frame, wrap Chain around a fixed object and slide Chain End through metal ring before connecting to Frame Lock.
2. To remove, turn the key and pull Chain.

⚠️ It is highly recommended to use a second lock along with this Frame Lock and Chain.

⚠️ Make a note of ID number attached to the keys. If you lose a key, you can send a service order for a replacement key directly to ABUS® or an ABUS® subsidiary.